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1. Introduction.
Because of the difficulties inherent in the study of general

materials with memory, there is a vast literature1 concerning
mechdnical models which capture the essential interaction between
dissipation and nonlinearity, but are sufficiently simple to allow both
the characterization of real materials and the mathematical analysis
of corresponding problems. In one space dimension, a large class of
models is based on single-integral lavs of the form

oo
or(t) = M(7(t)) + |m(r(t),r(t-T),T)dT, (1.1)

0
giving the stress cr(t) at time t when the strain j(\) is known at
all past times X < t.

While constitutive equations of single-integral type have also
been proposed for heat conduction,2 there is, to our knowledge, no
general thermodynamical theory of single-integral laws applicable to
deforming bodies under varying temperature. Our objective here is to
develop such a theory.3

We consider a homogeneously deforming body under the influence
of a spatially-uniform temperature field.4 Then balance of energy
takes the form5

1Cf., e.g., [9] and the references cited therein.
2Cf., e.g., [1] and the references cited therein.
3ln this regard we are indebted to Coleman [2] for his general thermodynamical theory of

materials with fading memory. In fact, much of Coleman's theory applies to single-integral

laws; however, because single-integral laws have such restricted form, the corresponding set

of thermodynamical restrictions is richer than the set of restrictions originally derived by

Coleman.
40ur results extend trivially to nonhomogeneous deformations; nonhomogeneous thermal

fields are discussed at the end of the Introduction.
5There are many interpretations of the thermodynamic variables S and F that yield an

energy balance of the form (1.2). Usually S is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress (cf., e.g., [5] or

[11]) and F the deformation gradient, but any choice of these variables is admissible provided

S-F* is the associated stress power. For example, to model materials which exhibit nonlinear

constitutive behavior at small strains, one might identify S and F with the Cauchy stress

and (infinitesimal) displacement gradient, respectively.
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6° = S-F° + r (1.2)

with 8 the internal energy, S the stress, F the deformation
gradient, and r the heat supply. To this list of functions we add
the (absolute) temperature 8 and take, as constitutive equations
for stress and internal energy, the single-integral laws

oo
S(t) = Z(F(t),8(t)) • Jo*(F(t),8(t).F(t-T),8(t-T),T)dT,

0 (1.3)
00

e(t) = E(F(t).8(t)) + Je(F(t),8(t),F(t-T),8(t-T).T)dT.
0

Our main objective is to establish restrictions on these relations
that are necessary and sufficient for compatibility vith the
second lav. For us, compatibility means the existence of an entropy
% in single-integral form

oo
H(t) * H(F(t),8(t)) + Jh(F(t).8(t).F(t-T),8(t-T),T)dT, (1.4)

0
such that the law of entropy grovth

H" > r/8 (1.5)

holds in all processes. Here it is important to note that

we do not assume a priori that an entropy exists.

If we eliminate the heat supply between (1.2) and (1.5), we arrive
at the inequality

< 0, (1.6)

and are therefore led to the thermodynamical problem:



Problem (T1). Find restrictions on the constitutive equations
(1.3) that ensure the existence of an entropy of the form (1.4)
consistent with6 the inequality (1.6).

Suppose, for the moment, that we have an entropy (1.4)
consistent with (1.6). If we define a new variable w(t) through

u = 8"1e - % (1.7)

then, by (1.3) and (1.4), w is given by a constitutive equation of
single-integral form:

oo

u(t) = W(F(t),8(t)) + Jv(F(t),8(t).F(t-T),8(t-T).T)dT. (1.6)
0

Further, because of (1.7) the inequality (1.6) reduces to

w° - S^S-F* + 8"2e8° < 0. (1.9)

We will refer to to as a dissipation potential.
This new variable allows us to simplify the thermodynamical

problem further. We define f and g through

f = (F.8), g = (8"1S,-8"2s). (1.10)

Then the constitutive equations (1.3) for stress and internal energy
take the simple form

00

g(t) = TfL(ft) = M(f(t)) + Jm(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT, (1.11)
0

where fx is the history of f up to time t defined by
f t(T) = f ( t -T) . 0<T<OO, and the inequality (1.9) reduces to the
dissipation inequality

w° < g-f°. (1.12)
6The term "consistent vith" means: given an arbitrary prescription of F(t) and e(t) for

all t. the corresponding functions S(t), e(t). and utt). defined by (1.3) and (1.4), satisfy

(1.6) for all t.



Writing (1.8) in terms of the new independent variable f,

00

w(t) = W(f(t)) + Jv(f(t),f(t-T).T)dT. (
0

it is then a simple matter to show that Problem (T1) is equivalent to

Problem (12). Find restrictions on the constitutive equation
(1.11) that ensure the existence of a dissipation potential of the form
(1.13) consistent with the dissipation inequality (1.12).

We will refer to the constitutive equations (1.3) (or equivalently
(1.11)) as dissipative if there is a corresponding dissipation potential.

The general framework afforded by Problem (T2) has an added
attraction: by leaving as unspecified the dimension n of the space

Rn in which f and g have values, we have an abstract theory
applicable to pure mechanics (cf. Gurtin and Hrusa [7]), to
electromagnetic interactions, and to other situations of physical
interest.

We proceed as follows. We begin by discussing the properties of
single-integral laws. We then study dissipative single-integral laws
within the general framework of Problem (T2). In particular, we
completely solve (T2) and, in so doing, give explicit formulas for the
functions w and W which describe the dissipation potential (1.13)
corresponding to a dissipative single-integral law. It should be
emphasized that we require the dissipation potential to be of single-
integral form, and this leads to restrictions on M and m that are
stronger than one would obtain for an enlarged class of dissipation
potentials. Indeed, there are single-integral laws that do not satisfy
our restrictions but that do have dissipation potentials; of course, such
dissipation potentials cannot be expressed in single-integral form.

When f(T) is close to a given constant state f0 for -oo<x<t,
the general single-integral law (1.11) has the asymptotic form



00

g(t) = TH(f0) + G(0){,(t) + |G'(T)|(t-T)dT + 0(111*1 la,).

0

t<T) = f(T) - fQJ

with Halloo *ne supremum norm of the history {.*. The function 6
is the relaxation function for Til (corresponding to f0). Some of
our main results concern this function. We show that if Tfl, is
dissipative, then:7

(a) 6 (T ) is symmetric at each T > 0;
(b) G'(T) is negative semi-definite at each T > 0 ;
(c) G"(T) is positive semi-definite at each T > 0 .

We next discuss the consequences of dissipativity for two
particular types8 of single-integral laws: those with noninteractive
memory in which the kernel in (1.11) has the form
m(f,p,T) = m~(f,T)-m~(p,T), and those with relative memory in which
m(f,p,T) = m^(f -P .T) . We show that the dissipation potentials for such
materials admit explicit representations which are both simple and
transparent.

We close by giving the implications of our general results within
the specific thermodynamical framework of Problem (T1). Within that
framework there are four relaxation functions of physical interest: the
stress-strain relaxation function jtKx), the stress-temperature
relaxation function a(x), the energy-strain relaxation function S)(T),

and the energy-temperature relaxation function C(T). If the
underlying constant state has temperature 80 and vanishing residual
stress, then the general results (a)-(c) have the following
consequences:9

7The results (a)-(c) are consequences of the particular structure of single-integral lavs. In

fact. It is clear from counterexamples of Shu and Onat [10] and Day [4] that the result (b)

does not follow within Coleman's [2] framework. Coleman [3] (cf. also Gurtin and Herrera [6])

is able to show only that G(0) and 6(00) are symmetric and that 6(0)-6(00) is positive

semi-definite.
8Cf. the Remark In Section 6.



(i) The stress-strain relaxation function is symmetric:

JB(T) = JD(T)T for all T > 0.

(ii) The stress-temperature and energy-strain relaxation functions are
related by

d(T) = - 8 0 8 ( T ) for all T > 0.

(iii) The following definiteness conditions hold for all T > 0 , all
tensors L, and all scalars X:

L-jO'(T)L + 2Xa'(T) .L - 8 0 C' (T)X 2 < 0,

L - ^ I " ( T ) L + 2Xa"(T)-L - 80c"(T)X2 > 0.

In the presence of thermal gradients balance of energy (1.2) and
growth of entropy (1.5) contain the additional terms -Divq and
-Div(q/8), respectively, on their right-hand sides, with q the heat
flux vector, and the inequality (1.6) is replaced by

6° - S-F* - 8n° + 8"1q-V8 < 0. (1.14)

In this situation, constitutive equations are needed for the stress, the
energy, and the heat flux. Suppose that the constitutive equations for
stress and energy remain unchanged, and adjoin a law of heat
conduction giving the heat flux at each time when the histories, up to
that time, of the deformation gradient, temperature, and temperature
gradient are known:

q(t) = SKFt^VS 1 ) . (1.15)
9Navarro [8], working within a linear framework, postulates single-Integral laws consistent

with (i). (11), and a strict version of the second Inequality In (ill), and then notes that these

yield compatibility with the thermodynamic inequality (1.6). Interestingly, Navarro's version of

the thermodynamic restrictions ( i ) - ( i i i ) are important ingredients in his study of existence,

uniqueness, and asymptotic stability for linear thermoviscoelasticity.
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Assume further that (1.15) has the property:

q(t) = 0 when V8(t) = 0. (1.16)

Then, since the temperature gradient does not enter the constitutive
equations for stress and internal energy, it is clear, at least formally,
that if we restrict the entropy to the class defined by (1.4), then our
original problem (T1) remains a valid framework in which to
investigate the thermodynamic compatibility of the constitutive
equations (1.3) for stress and energy. But now there is an additional
problem, namely that of finding suitable restrictions on the
constitutive equation (1.15) for the heat flux. This problem is beyond
the scope of the present paper; we remark, however, that when (1.15)
has the simple form

q(t) = Q(F(t).8(t),V8(t)), (1.17)

then this supplementary problem is solved by requiring that Q be
consistent with the heat conduction inequality

Q(F.8,V8)-V8 < 0.

In a future paper we will discuss global existence of classical
solutions for the history-value problem in one space dimension
corresponding to: balance laws for momentum and energy; dissipative
constitutive equations of the form (1.3); a law of heat conduction of
the form (1.17).
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A. GENERAL THEORy OF SINGLE-INTEGRAL LAWS.
2. Notation. Preliminary definitions.

Throughout, n is a fixed positive integer and

V is a simply-connected open subset of Rn.

Given a function g:V-»IRp, we write

dg(z) or dzg(z) or d2g

for the derivative of g at zeV. dg(z) is a linear transformation

from IRn into Rp; as is customary, when p = 1 we will identify

dg(z) with an element of Rn.
For functions g(zvz2,z3,. ...zR) of many scalar or vector

arguments, we write gr(zvz2,z3,.. .,zR) for the partial derivative with
respect to z r:

- aZrg(zvz2,z3 zR).

When g(t) is a function of time t, we write

g°(t) = dg(t)/dt.

Let f:IR-» Rp. Then the history of f up to time t is the
function fx on [O.oo) defined by

ft(T) = f(t-T), 0<T<OO.

A tame history (with values in V) is a function in C1([0.oo);V)
whose range and whose derivative's range are contained in a compact
set CCV. A path (in V) is a C1 function f:IR-»V with f1 a
tame history for each time t; that is, each telR.



The integral equations of interest w i l l have kernels m(f,p,T)
which depend on a t ime- l ike variable T€(0,oo); we w i l l consistently
use a prime to denote part ial dif ferentiat ion with respect to T:

m'Cf.p.T) = dTm(f,p,T) - m3(f,p,T).

The kernels w i l l generally be smooth functions m(f.p.T) on
V2x(o,oo) subject to certain restr ict ions regarding their integrabi l i ty
in T. Roughly speaking, fo r f,p in any compact subset of V,
m(f,p,T) w i l l be dominated by an L1 function f(T), m'(f,p,T) by a
function 4 ( T ) with

i€L1(p,oo) fo r al l p > 0.
oo (2.1)

p | i ( x )dT -» 0 as p -»0,

P
so that m'(f,p,T) w i l l be allowed to possess a nonintegrable
singularity at T = 0 .

To state these restr ic t ions succintly, we introduce the fol lowing

terminology. Let m : V2x(0,oo)-»Rp . Then:
(A) m is locally dominated i f , given any compact set c c v ,

there is a function |.€L1(0,oo) such that

lm(f,p,T)l <

for al l f.peC and T > 0 .
(B) m is weakly locally dominated i f , given any compact set

CCV, there is a function I on (O.oo), consistent with (2.1), such
that

lm(f .p,T) l < -t(T)

for all f,p,€C and T > 0 ;
(C) m is an admissible kernel i f m is continuous and

weakly locally dominated, and i f the l imi t
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oo
Jm(f(t),f(t-T).T)dT exists

0+
for every path f and time t. Here we use the notation

z z
I - lim 1 .
0+ plO p

(D) m is balanced if

m(f.f,T) = o (2.2)

for all feV and T > 0 .

Note that, for m of class C1 on V2x(o,oo): if m and m1

are weakly locally dominated, then

m(f,p,T) -» 0 as T-*OO (2.3)

uniformally for (f,p) in compact sets of V2; if m is balanced,
then, for all f€V and T > 0 ,

m/f.f .T) = -m2(f,f .T). (2.4)
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3. Single-integral lavs.
In this paper we study constitutive equations

g(t) = m/f1), (3.1)

giving the value at each time t of an (Rp-valued) thermodynamic
variable g when the path f is known. Here, of course, TTL is an

Revalued function on the set of tame histories. We will refer to (3.1),
or equivalent^ to TTt itself, as an Rp- valued single-Integral lav
if there are functions

MeC1(V;IRp), m€C2(V2x(0,oo);IRp) with

m balanced, m,mvm2 locally dominated,

m'.m'j weakly locally dominated,

such that10

00

TlUf1) = M(f(t)) + Jm(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT (3.2)
0

for all paths f and times t. We call M the equilibrium
response function, m the kernel, and (M,m) the response pair

for HI. For convenience, we will omit the phrase "IRP-valued" when
the particular value of the integer p is unimportant or obvious from
the context.

The next proposition, which is a trivial consequence of Lemma
A3, shows one reason for balancing the kernel.

Proposition 1. The response pair of a single-integral law is
10The assumption that m(f,p.T) be C2 for T > 0 IS made to avoid repeated hypotheses.

From a physical viewpoint regularity away from T « 0 1s of small importance. In this

connection note that m is not required to be continuous at T - 0 ; our definition allows for

kernels with integrable singularities at -r«0.



unique.

Let Til, with response pair (M,m), be a single-integral law.
Then DTTt defined on the set of tame histories by

00

DTTttt1) = dM(f(t)) + (m/rnxm-TVOdT (3.3)
0

represents the derivative of Tit vith respect to the "present value"
f(t) holding the "past history" f ( t - x ) , T > 0 , fixed; we will refer to
DTTt as the instantaneous derivative of Tit. We can also define a
(functional) derivative vith respect to the past history f ( t -T) , T > 0 .
We will need this derivative only as it pertains to time differentiation
along a path, and for that reason we introduce the functional 6TTt
defined by

00

6Tfl(fl) - Jm2(f (t),f (t - T).T) f ( t - T)dT, (3.4)
0

where f ' ( t -T ) is the derivative of f evaluated at t -T . As an
immediate consequence of these definitions we have

Proposition 2 (chain rule). Let Tit, vith response pair (M,m).
be a single-integral law. Let f be a path and let g be defined on
R through (3.1). Then g is differentiable and

g°(t) = DTiUftjra) + enuf1) (3.5)

for all time t.

The next result is crucial to our analysis.

Theorem 1. Let Ttt, with kernel m, be a single-integral law.
Then m" is an admissible kernel and
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oo

- Jm1(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT (3.6)
0+

for all paths f and times t.

Proof. Choose a path f and a time t. Then, by (3.4),

oo
eTiUf1) = J$(T)dT,

0
with

$(T) = m2(f(t).f(t-T),T)P(t-T)

= m'(f(t),f(t-T),T) - (d/dT)m(f(t),f(t-T),T).

Moreover, by (2.3),

oo oo

J(d/dT)m(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT = Jm'(f(t),f(t-p),T)dT.

P P
so that

p oo oo

6Ttl(ft) = Jtp(T)dT - Jm'(f(t),f(t-p).T)dT + JmI(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT.
O p p (3.7)

Since m2 is locally dominated and f a C1 function, the first
integral on the right side of (3.7) approaches zero as p I 0. Further,
for all sufficiently small p>0, say p€(O,po), f ( t -p ) lies in a
closed ball C in V centered at f(t). Thus, since m' is balanced
(as m is balanced) and m'2 weakly locally dominated, there is a
function I, consistent with (2.1), such that

lm'(f(t),f(t-p),T)l < -e(T) l f ( t -p)- f ( t ) l for 0<p<p0 and T > 0 .

Consequently, as f is C1, the second integral on the right side of
(3.7) also approaches zero as p I 0. Thus the third integral on the
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right side of (3.7) has a limit as p I 0, and (3.6) is valid. •

Lemma 1. Let 1U, with kernel v, be a scalar-valued single-
integral lav. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that

6iU(ft) < 0 (3.8)

for all paths f and times t is that

v1 < 0. (3.9)

Granted (3.9),

w > 0; wyw2,w'rw'2 are balanced; (3.10)
and

pn-»w(f,p,T) has a minimum at p = f,
p H* w'(f,P,T) has a maximum at p = f (3.11)

for all feV and T > 0 .

Proof. Sufficiency is an immediate consequence of (3.6). To
prove necessity, assume that (3.8) holds for all paths. Then, since v
and (hence) v1 is balanced, Theorem 1 and steps analogous to those
used to prove Lemma A2 yield (3.9).

Assume (3.9) holds. Integrating this inequality from T to oo
using (2.3) yields w > 0. Since v and v1 are balanced, this
inequality and (3.9) yield (3.11). Finally, (2.4) (for w and v') and
(3.11) imply that v v w2, w^, and w'2 are balanced. •



4. Dissipative single-integral lavs.

Consider the Rn-valued11 single-integral law

g(t) = tit(ft). (4.1)

By a dissipation potential for Til ve mean a scalar-valued single
integral law MJ with the following property: given any path f, the
functions g and w on R defined by (4.1) and

w(t) = Wtt1) (4.2)

satisfy the dissipation inequality

w° < g-f°. (4.3)

If TO, has a dissipation potential, we will call % dissipative.

Theorem 2. Let Til and MJ be single-integral laws with TTI

IRn-va1ued and W scalar-valued. Then the following are

equivalent:12

(a) 1U is a dissipation potential for TTI;
(b) for every path f and time t,

= DWCf1). SMJif1) < 0; (4.4)

(c) the response pairs (M,m) and (W.w) for Til and MJ satisfy

M = dW, m = v r w' < 0. (4.5)

Proof. By (4.1), (4.2). (4.3), and the chain-rule (3.5) (for W),
(a) holds if and only if

11 It is essential that TO. be Rn-valued, so that m(t) and f(t) belong to the same

space.
12The equivalence of (a) and (b) is due to Coleman [2].
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+ 6W(f t) < 0 (4.6)

for every path f and time t. Trivially, (4.4) implies (4.6). On the
other hand, assume that (4.6) holds. Choose a path f and a time t.
If we apply (4.6) to the sequence {fn} of Lemma A4, and let n-»oo,
we find, using (3.3) (for Til and MJ) and (3.4) (for Itf) in conjunction with
the properties of the kernels m and w, that (4.6) holds with f ' (t)
replaced by an arbitrary vector aelRn; this implies (4.4). Thus (a)
and (b) are equivalent.

Assume that (b) is satisfied. Because of Lemma 1, (4.4) implies
(4.5)3. Thus (3.10) holds and w1 is balanced. Since m is also
balanced, (4.4), (3.2), (3.3) applied to MJ, and Lemma A3 yield the
remainder of (4.5). Thus (b) implies (c). The converse is obvious,
since (4.5), (3.3) applied to W, and Lemma 1 imply (4.4). •

We are now in a position to give conditions which ensure that a
single-integral law be dissipative.

Theorem 3 (existence of a dissipation potential). Let Tfl, vith

response pair (M,m), be an Rn-valued single-integral law. Then a
necessary and sufficient condition that TH, be dissipative is that

dM and m1 are symmetric (4.7)

and, for all f.peV and T > 0 ,
f
Jm'(a,p,T)-da < 0 (4.8)
P

((4.7) insures path-independence of the integral). Granted (4.7) and
(4.8), the dissipation potential MJ for Tfl is unique up to an additive
constant; in fact, the kernel w for W is (unique and) given by

f
w(f,p,T) = Jm(a,p,T)-da (4.9)

P
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for all f.peV and T > 0 ; the equilibrium response function W for
MJ is any solution of dW = M.

Proof. Let W, with response pair (W.v), be a dissipation
potential for Tit Then (4.5) holds and (4.7) is satisfied. Further, by
(4.5)2 and the fact that w is balanced, v and m are related
through (4.9). Thus

f
v'(f,P.T) = |m'(a,p.T).da (4.10)

P
for all f.peV and T > 0 , and (4.5)3 implies (4.8).

Conversely, assume that (4.7) and (4.8) are satisfied. Define v
on V2x(o,oo) through (4.9), and let W be any solution of dW = M
((4.7) ensures that w and W are well defined, although W is
obviously not unique). Then w is balanced. In fact, it is not
difficult to verify that (W,w) is the response pair of a single-
integral law W. Trivially, the f irst two relations in (4.5) are
satisfied. Further, (4.9) implies (4.10). and, in view of (4.8), this
implies (4.5)3. Thus MJ is a dissipation potential for Tit..

The last assertion of the theorem is immediate. •

In view of (3.3) and (4.7), Theorem 3 has the following

Corollary. Let Til be a dissipative Revalued single-integral
law. Then, for every path f and time t,

DTTUf1) is symmetric. (4.11)
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5. Convexity and symmetry of the relaxation function.

Of crucial importance is the behavior of an Rn-valued single
integral lav

g(t) = tltfft) (5.1)

when the path f is close to a given point f0 of V. Here the term

"close" is in the sense of the supremum norm II -1 loo- s o t n a t

l l f t - f^ loo is small. (5.2)

(We use the symbol f0 both for the point of V and for the constant
history with value f0.)

Let (M,m) denote the response pair for Tfl. Then the Frechet
derivative of TTt at f0 is the linear functional defined by

CO

DTit(fo)h(O) + Jm2(f0,f0,T)h(T)dT
0

for every tame history h. We define a function G, with domain

[O.oo) and codomain the space of linear transformations from IRn

into itself, through

G'(T) = m2(f0,f0,T). G(O) = DUl(f0). (5.3)

Then, letting {-(t) denote the perturbdtion

| ( t ) = f(t) - f0.

the relation (5.1) has the asymptotic form

CO

g(t) = TH(f0) + G(O){.(t) + |G'(T)|(t-T)dT + odl^lloo). (5.4)

0
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We will refer to G as the relaxation function for Til
(corresponding to f0).

Theorem 4 (properties of the relaxation function). Let 6 be
the relaxation function for an Rn-valued single-integral lav with C3

kernel. If t i l is dissipative, then:
(a) G(T) IS symmetric at each T > 0;
(b) G'(T) is negative semi-definite at each T > 0 ;
(c) G"(T) is positive semi-definite at each T > 0 .

Proof. By (4.7) and (2.4), m2(f0,f0,T) is symmetric, and (a)
follows from (4.11) and (5.3). Let w be the kernel of a dissipation
potential for Tfi. Then (4.9) and the assumed smoothness of m imply
that w is C3. Since w satisfies (3.11),

w22(fo,fo,T) is positive semi-definite,

w'22(fo,fo,T) is negative semi-definite. (5.5)

Further, since w2 is balanced, (2.4) (for w2) and (4.5)2 imply that

m 2 ( V f 0 ' T ) " W12 ( f0' f0'T) m -V22 ( f0' f0'T ) ;

in view of (5.3) and (5.5). this yields (b) and (c). •

Note that, by (2.4) and (5.3),

6(oo) = dM(f0),

and so G is generally not integrable on (O.oo). Note also that, by
(b), G(0)-G(oo) is positive semi-definite.
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6. Noninteractive memory. Relative memory.
An important class of single-integral lavs are those for which

instantaneous changes are independent of the past history. Precisely, a
single-integral law Tit has noninteractive memory if, given any
two paths f,g and any time t,

f(t) = g(t) implies DTftff1) = DTrKg*). (6.1)

The following definition helps to describe such laws. Let

m :V2x(o,oo)->|Rp be C2 and balanced. Then m splits i f
m12(f.p,T) = 0 for all f.peV and T > 0 . In view of (2.2) (and the
connectivity properties of VxV), each such m admits the
representation

m(f,p.T) = rrT(f.T) - rrT(p.T); (6.2)

to ensure that m~ be uniquely determined by m, we require the
normalization

rrT(fo.T) = 0 (6.3)

for all T > 0 , where f0 is a prescribed point of V. When m is the
kernel of a single-integral law, we will call m~ the essential
kernel of TTt

Proposition 3. A single-integral law has noninteractive memory
if and only if its kernel splits.

Proof. Let TH, have noninteractive memory. If we apply (6.1) to
an arbitrary path f and to the constant path g with value f(t),
and use (3.3), we are lead to the conclusion that the kernel m of Tfl,
satisfies
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oo
({m/fCO.fU-TVO - m / f a U U V r H d T = 0
0

for all paths f and times t; in view of Lemma A2, this yields
m1(f,p,T)-m1(f,f,T) for all f.peV and T > 0 , SO that m12 = 0 and
m splits.

The converse assertion is immediate. •

Consider now an IRn-valued single-integral law

g(t) = TTlCf1)

with noninteractive memory. Let M denote the equilibrium response
function and m the essential kernel (we write m in place of m~),
so that

oo
TH(ft) = rt(f(O) + ({m(f(t),T) - m(f(t-T),T)}dT (6.4)

0
for all paths f and times t. If

dM(f) and m^f.x) are symmetric (6.5)

for all f€V and T > 0 , then there are unique scalar-valued
functions W:V-*IR and * :Vx(o,oo)-»|R such that

M(f) = dW(f), m(f.T) = ^( f .T) ,
(6.6)

W(f0) = *(fo ,T)« 0

for all f€V and T > 0 . In this case we call W and W the
Integrals of M and m. A fairly simple consequence of Theorem 3
is

Theorem 5. Let Kt be an Revalued single-integral law with
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noninteractive memory. Let M and m, respectively, denote the
equilibrium response function and the essential kernel of Tit Then
necessary and sufficient that t l have a dissipation potential MJ is
that (6.5) hold and the integral * of m have

fi->W(f,T) concave on V (6.7)

for all T > 0 . Granted these conditions:
(i) the equilibrium response function for W is the integral W of

M;
(ii) the kernel v for W is given by

v(f,p,T) = W . T ) - *(p,T) - m(p.T)-(f-p) (6.8)

for all f,p€V and T > 0 ;
(iii) for each T > 0 ,

f H * W , T ) is convex on V. (6.9)

We now discuss a different type of memory. Let Tfl, with
response pair (m.M), be a single-integral law, and let

VA = { f - p : f.peV }.

Then TTL has relative memory if there is a function m~, called
the essential kernel of TTl, such that

m(f.p.T) = rrTtt-p.T), m^O.x) = 0

for all f.peV and T > 0 . In this case, writing m in place of m^
m has V~x(o,oo) as domain, and

oo
trUf1) = M(f(t)) + Jm(f(t)-f( t-T),T)dT

0
for all paths f and times t.
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If TH is Revalued with

dM(f) and m^r.T) symmetric (6.10)

for all f€V, r€V~, and T > 0 , then there are functions W:V-*R
and w: V~x(o,oo)-»R, with v unique, such that

M(f) = dW(f), m(r.T) = w/rvr), W(0,T) = 0

for all f€V. r€V"\ and T > 0 . In this case we call W and w
integrals of M and m.

Theorem 6. Let TTl be an Revalued single-integral law with
relative memory. Let M and m. respectively, denote the equilibrium
response function and the essential kernel of UL. Then necessary and
sufficient that Til have a dissipation potential W is that (6.10) hold
and the integral w of m satisfy

w'(r,T) < 0

for all reV* and T > 0 . Granted these conditions, the dissipation
potential *u/ for Ttl necessarily has relative memory, and the
equilibrium response function for W is an integral W of M; the
essential kernel for W is w; and w > 0.

The proof of this theorem can safely be omitted.

Remark. Within our original framework, with S the Piola-
Kirchhoff stress and F the deformation gradient, noninteractive
memory and relative memory in the constitutive equation for stress
are generally ruled out by material frame-indifference. However, there
are three-dimensional frame-indifferent relations of single-integral
type which have noninteractive memory for longitudinal motions. For
example, letting B and € r , respectively, denote the left Cauchy-
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Green strain and the relative right Cauchy-Green strain,13 the
constitutive equation

00

T(t) = |J(B(t),Cr(t-T.t).T)dT
0

for the Cauchy stress T has this property when

J(B.Cr,T) = OC(T)[J0(B) + J/BC,.)] U0,J, isotropic).

Similarly, the choice

J(B,Cr,T) - ot(T)[J0(B) + J/C r ) ] (J0,J t isotropic)

yields relative memory in simple shear.

13Cf. [11], Sect. 23.
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B. THERMOVISCOELASTIC MATERIALS OF SINGLE-INTEGRAL

7. Notation.
We now apply the abstract theory to thermoviscoelastic materials

of single-integral type. The underlying "physical space" is Rp with
p«1, 2, or 3. We use the term "tensor" as a synonym for "linear
transformation from Rp into itself", and write Lin for the space of
all tensors. We follow the terminology of Section 2 with n = p2+1 and

V a simply-connected, open subset of Linx(o.oo).

Let L be a linear transformation from LinxR into itself.
Then L has "components" L.A.B.ix (with A.BeLin, otelR,
L:Lin-»Lin a linear transformation) such that, for all (H,h)€LinxlR,

£(H,h) = (LH + Ah, B-H + oth);

it is convenient to arrange these components as an array

\L A]

Note that L is symmetric if and only if L = LT and A = B. Note also
that, given a smooth map (F,8)wg(F,8) = (G(F,8).g(F,8)) from V into
LinxIR, the derivative dQ corresponds to an array

faFG ae
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8. Thermodynamic restrictions.
A thermoviscoelastic material of single-integral type is

defined by two single-integral laws: an IRp-valued law

S(t) = ̂ . 8 * ) (8.1)

for the stress, and a scalar-valued law

e(t) = t(¥\dx) (8.2)

for the internal energy. We write (E,o*) and (*,<})), respectively,
for the response pairs of & and Z, so that

CO

S(t) = Z(F(t),8(t)) + Itr(F(t),8(t).F(t-T),e(t-T),T)dT,
0 (8.3)

CO

0
The instantaneous derivative D£(Ft,8t) then has "components

CO

0 (8.4)
CO

= Z2(F(t),8(t)) + Jo-2(F(t).8(t),F(t-T),8(t-T),T)dT.

0
which represent instantaneous derivatives with respect to the current
values of F and 8, respectively; similar interpretations apply to
DF&(Ft,8t) and D8&(Ft,8t). The functions

c(Ft.8t) = De&(Ft.8t). E(F\BX) = DF^(Ft,8t). A(Ft,8t) = De

(8.5)

represent the instantaneous specific heat, the instantaneous
elasticity, and the instantaneous stress-temperature modulus.
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An entropy for the material is a single-integral law H with
the property that: given any path (F,8), the functions

n(t)

are consistent with the inequality

e« - S-F° - 8n° < 0 (8.6)

for all time; if an entropy exists, the material is compatible vith
thermodynamics.

It is clear from the introduction that the material is compatible

vith thermodynamics if and only if the Rn-valued single-integral law
TTl defined by

i t U F W = (e - 1(t)*(F t .e t).-e - 2<t)e(Ft fe*)). (8.7)

is dissipative (cf. (1.10)). Thus, in view of Theorem 3, a necessary and
sufficient condition for such compatibility is that

Z/F.8) = ^ (F .er . Z(F,8) - 8Z2(F,6) = •1(F,8).

cr/F.e.P.d.T) = ir1(F.B.pi#.T)T.

ff(F.8.P.«fT) - 8CT2(F.8.Pf«.T) = ^ ( F . S . P A T ) . (8.8)

(F.8)

JCoc'VjCR.ot.P.d.Tj-dR - a~2<j)5(R,<x#PJtf,T)doc} < 0

for all (F,8),(P,#)€V and T > 0 , the integral being along any path in
V from (P,#) to (F,8). While the restrictions (8.8) are not in
themselves illuminating, they do represent requirements that must be
verified to ensure that a particular model (of single-integral type) be
compatible with thermodynamics.

To avoid repeated assumptions, we henceforth assume that
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(8.8) are satisfied.

Then as a consequence of (4.11), (8.7), and (8.5),

E C F W = E(Ft.8t)T,

DF&(Ft,8t) = Mf\6x) - 8(t)A(Ft.8t).

This latter result has an important consequence. Consider a path
(F,8) and let S(t) and e(t) be the corresponding stress and internal
energy as defined by (8.1) and (8.2). Then, in view of (3.5) (applied to
Z) and (8.5),

e'(t) = c(Ft.8t)88(t) + {S(t) - 8(t)A(Ft,8 t)}-F*(t) • 6S(Ft.8t);

this relation is an essential ingredient in the derivation of the partial
differential equation describing balance of energy.
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9. Relaxation functions.
We assume there is a temperature 80 at which the reference

configuration is both stress-free and devoid of internal energy (the
latter involves no loss in generality, as the internal energy may be
adjusted by an additive constant without effecting the theory). Thus,
since the undeformed body corresponds to a deformation gradient F»1,

*(1,80) = 0. &(1,80) = 0. (9.1)

We assume further that the kernels o* and <f> are C3.
There are four relevant relaxation functions: the stress-strain

relaxation function jtl, the stress - temperature relaxation
function a , the energy - strain relaxation function £>, and the
energy-temperature relaxation function c; these functions are
defined through the relations

= (r3(i,80,i.80,T), jti(o) = DpS(i.e0).

= trHae0,i.80.T). a(o) = D8JS(I.B0).

O'(T) = *,(1.8O,1.8O.T), ©(0) = DFS(1.80).

C'(T) = 4» H ( I .8 0 . I .8 0 .T) . c(o) = Deed.e0).

If we consider a path (F,8) which is close to (1.80), then, writing

H = F - 1

(for the displacement gradient) the constitutive equations (8.1) and
(8.2) have the following asymptotic form at each time t:
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CO 00

S(t) - jB(O)H(t) + JjB'(T)H(t-T)dT + a(0)8(t) + Ja'(T)8(t-T)dT + 0(6),
0 0

00 ob

e(t) = 0 (0) -H( t ) + fO"(T)-H(t-T)dT + c(O)B(t) + |c'(T)B(t-T)dT + o(6),
0 0

with

6 = IIFt-il loo + l ie t -6 0 M o o .

If G is the relaxation function corresponding to the single-
integral law (8.7), then, in view (9.1) and the remarks of Section 7, for
each T > 0 , the array of components of 8 0 G ( T ) is

d(T)]
-80"1©(T) -80-1c(T)j ;

and we have the following direct consequences of Theorem 4:
(i) The stress-strain relaxation function is symmetric:

;&(T) = JB(T)T for all T > 0.

(ii) The stress-temperature and energy-strain relaxation functions are
related by

O ( T ) - - 8 0 C I ( T ) for all T > 0.

(iii) The following definiteness conditions hold for all T > 0 .
LeLin, and XeIR:

L.jtJ'(T)L • 2 \ a ' (T ) -L - 80c'(T)X2 < 0,

+ 2 \ a " ( T ) . L - 8 0 C"(T)X 2 > 0.



Appendix. Some useful lemmas.

Lemma Al. Suppose that m: V2x(o,oo)-»IRP is an admissible
kernel. Let c:R-»V be piecevise constant with a finite set £> of
discontinuities. Then there is a sequence {fn} of paths such that,
given any time t$£>,

00 00

lim (m(fn(t),fn(t-T).T)dT = Jm(c(t),c(t-T)/r)dT. (A1)
n-»oo 0+ 0+

Proof. There is a sequence {fn} of paths such that, for all
sufficiently large n (say n>N0), if ve consider the intervals
(d-rf1 . d + n"1), d€», then fn = c outside these intervals, while there
is a fixed compact set KCV that contains the ranges of all of the
fn. Call the union of these intervals Bn. Choose t$8). Then there
exists a po>O such that [ t -po , t ] lies outside of Bn for all n>N0;
for p€(O,po),

00

Jm(fn(t),fn(t-T),T)dT =

p

Po °°
Jm(c(t),c(t-T),T)dT + |m(fn(t),fn(t-T),T)dT. (A2)

P Po
Since m is an admissible kernel, if ve let p l O , the first integral
on the right converges; on the other hand, if we let n-»oo, the second
integral converges to the analogous integral of m(c(t),c(t-T),T). •

Lemma A2. Let m: V2x(o,oo)->|RP be an admissible kernel and
suppose that

oo oo
Jm(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT = Jm(f(t),f(t),T)dT (A3)

0+ 0+
for all paths f and times t. Then
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m(f.p,T) = m(f,f,T) (A4)

for all f.peV and T > 0 .

Proof. Choose fo.P€V and to,h>O. By Lemma A1. we may
apply (A3) at t = O with f :R-»V defined by

(A5)

the result
t

f(X) = <

is

J<m(f0,
t .

P.

f0>

P,T)

X€[-t o-h,-to].

otherwise;

- m(fo.fo.T)}dT = 0,

'0
and this clearly yields the validity of (A4). •

Lemma A3. Let M,N:V-»RP, m,n: V2x(0.oo)-» IRp with m,n
continuous, balanced, and locally dominated. Assume that

CO 00

M(f(t)) + Jm(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT = N(f(t)) + Jn(f(t),f(t-T),T)dT
0 0 (A6)

for all paths f and times t. Then

M • N, m = n.

Proof. Since

m and n are balanced, (A7)

an arbitrary constant path in (A6) yields M = N; and this result, (A7),
and Lemma A2 applied to m-n implies m = n. •

The proof of the next lemma can safely be omitted.

Lemma A4. Let f be a path, t a time, and a€lRn. Then
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there is a sequence {fn} of paths such that

f n -» f as n->oo uniformly on (-oo.t),
fn* -» f° as n->co pointwise on (-oo.t),
lfn ' l is bounded on (-oo.t). uniformly in n.

and such that, for each n,

fn(t) = f(t). V ( t ) = a.
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